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There are many benefits for using games in Manasik learning process, these games can enhance cognitive and mental skills of players as it makes them think about Manasik aspects and remember Manasik sequences to complete playing the game. Also games motivate players for learning by the result this will make Manasik learning process is interesting.

Games help learners to think in a strategic way as it requires players to think fast and in logic order to can solve the game problem or complete game levels.

The research work aims to exploit the advantages of the game-based learning system on the comprehension of the Manasik of Hajj and Umrah. these electronic game applications should simulate the Manasik electronically and offer warnings and guidance to pilgrims and Umrah in an interesting and effective way, which also helps avoiding problems that may occur during Hajj or Umrah caused by miss understanding or ignorance of such rules and Manasik.
The research introduces a theoretical model for game-based learning system that is specialized for all Manasik learning aspects. It introduces four main components that should be exist to develop a complete game for this purpose. These components are Cognitive, Motivation, Affect, and Religious.

**Introduction:**

In this section, I will introduce the definition of game and game-based learning. Then I will discuss some reasons that help games effective learning environments.

Salen et al. (2004) defined a game as “a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in a quantifiable outcome”.

Shaffer et al. (2005) defined a Game-based learning as “it is a type of game play with defined learning outcomes”. As a result to this definition the design of a games for learning purpose should balance between the need to cover the content with the desired outcomes (Plass, Perlin, & Nordlinger, 2010).

Actually, there are a number of factors that affect on games and make it effective learning environments (motivation, player engagement, and Adaptivity) (Jan L. Plass, Bruce D. Homer, & Charles K. Kinzer, 2015).

1. **Motivation**: This means that the game will able to stick player over long periods on the game. To achieve this games should contain many features like stars, points, leaderboards, badges, and trophies. (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Rotgans & Schmidt, 2011). Beside this features a religious motivation will be added that makes pilgrim stay engaged to the game for Islamic purpose.

2. **Player engagement**: This factor is very close to motivation factor, player engagement means that the game has the ability to let the player continue playing and stuck to the game.

   The type of engagement depends on the goal of learning and the characteristics of the learner. Here, the goal of learning is Islamic (i.e., understanding the Manasik and all related issues) and the designed game should be suitable for pilgrims taking into consideration the age category, culture, language, and other characteristics.

   I base my discussion of engagement on the “INTERACT” framework introduced by Jan L. Plass et al. (2015.), this model differentiate among many types of player engagement which are cognitive engagement, affective engagement, behavioral engagement. The research added a new type of engagement, Religious engagement (i.e., Manasik interactions embedded within a religious context of Quraan and Sunnah). Figure 1 shows the different types of engagement for the proposed game learning model. All these types of engagements will be discussed in later sections.

   For example, a game can engage the pilgrim learner behaviorally by using gestures as input or inviting players to perform specific physical actions as part of play, and it can engage pilgrim cognitively by allowing the pilgrim think about all Manasik issues and how to complete them. A Game can engage the pilgrim learner religiously by supporting Manasik guidelines and the matters that are prohibited during Hajj and Umrah referencing to the Quran and Sunnah text.

   The goal of all these types of engagement, is to relate cognitive engagement of the pilgrim learner with the learning process. Games that do not achieve cognitive engagement are not likely to be effective in helping the learner achieve their learning goal.
3. Adaptivity: is the capability of the game to engage each pilgrim learner in a way that reflects his or her specific characteristic. This can be related to the learners’ current level of knowledge, to cognitive abilities of pilgrim player, to the learners’ emotions, religious background or to a range of other variables.

The first requirement of adaptive design is to assign the variables that the game is supposed to be adapted for, such as in our situation if the pilgrim has prior knowledge of Manasik or the mental capability for the pilgrim in case of handicapped pilgrim or any type of handicap.

The next step is to provide an suitable response to the pilgrim learner. “This may involve a modification of the type and complexity of the problems and guidance presented to the learner” (Azevedo, Cromley, Moos, Greene, & Winters, 2011; Koedinger, 2001) or the use of “guidance and feedback in a way that responds to the player’s in-game actions” (Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2008).

Research aims:
The aim of this research is to propose a simplified model of game-based learning dedicated for the purpose of Manasik learning. It will help game designers to develop an interactive, effective and qualified learning digital games environments.

that digital games are able to engage pilgrim learners on an affective, behavioral, cognitive, sociocultural and religious level in ways few other learning environments are able to, which will make pilgrims motivated in the learning process.

Research methodology:
The methodology followed in this research is detailed study of previous game based learning systems and reviewing the elements, arguments and components of game based learning systems.

Then introducing a new game based learning model more dedicated to Hajj and Umrah Manasik learning process. The research adapted the types of engagement on the INTERACT model of learner activity (Jan L. Plass, Bruce D. Homer & Charles K. Kinzer, 2015) to be specialized for the purpose of Manasik learning or other Islamic rules learning purpose, the INTERACT model distinguishes among cognitive engagement, affective engagement, behavioral engagement. The current research adds a new engagement type, Religious engagement (i.e., Manasik within a religious context of quran and sunnah) see Figure 1.

Results and discussion:
In this section, I will introduce the elements of game design and foundation of game based learning for the proposed model in Figure 2.

1. Elements of game design for learning:

1.1 Game Learning Mechanics: it is a set of Manasik steps and activities repeated by the pilgrim player during the game. These activities considered learning mechanics.

1.2 Visual Aesthetic Design: it determines the way that tools, feedback and cues of the game can be visualized. This may include cognitive beside aesthetic function. (Jan L. Plass, Bruce D. Homer & Charles K. Kinzer, 2015).

1.3 Narrative Design: The narrative of a game is the story that is introduced via dialogues, views, actions, and voice-overs.
1.4 Reward System: The reward system of a game includes features that motivate and encourage players to continue playing. Reward system may include badges, scores, points, stars, power-ups, and many other rewards. (e.g., see Kinzer et al., 2012)

1.5 Musical System: is the background sounds and sound effects of the game, which used to pay the player’s attention to the important actions or warning in the game or the success or failure of a specific task during the game.

1.6 Content and Skills: The last element is the intended skills and subject content of the game. All the previous game elements (visual design, narrative design, reward system and musical system) depend on the content and the skills that the game supposed to teach. (Plass & Homer, 2012). In case of Manasik learning the content will be all information and related to Hajj and Umrah process. (Plass, Perlin, et al., 2010) stated four functions of games that describe to what extent and with what learning goal this content is covered which are: “Preparation of future learning”, “Develop 21st-century skills”, “Teach new knowledge and skills” and “Practice and reinforce existing knowledge and skills”.

The proposed game model should Teach new knowledge and skills by introducing new knowledge to the pilgrim learners. Also, the proposed model should reinforce existing knowledge by practicing existing knowledge for pilgrim about Manasik and basic cognitive skills in order to automate the game.

2. Foundations Of Game-Based Learning

The game design is affected by many foundations, these foundations are cognitive, motivation, emotion and religious. The extent to which these foundations affect the game design depends on the game’s content, desired objective and game type.

I describe in Figure 2 a general game learning design patterns, that is, suitable solutions to the process of Manasik learning and also can be suitable for teaching any Islamic issue. Game design patterns describe solutions on an abstract level that will help game designer to develop complete game for Manasik learning.

2.1 Cognitive Foundations Of Game-Based Learning

The goal of cognitive foundation is to construct a mental model for learner. “(Mayer, 2005, 2014). There are many cognitive theories, one of them is introduced by (Mayer, 2014) in which the pilgrim learner will select information existed in the game, organize this information in working memory and then integrate the acquired knowledge with one another with the prior knowledge.

The designers should consider which game elements suitable for the cognitive processing of Manasik learning content. And should determine how these content represented to engage the pilgrim learner for reaching the intended outcomes. Designers also have to take into consideration the cognitive processing of the meaning of the various game elements and relate them to Quran and Sunnah.

Next some factors facilitate cognitive processing will be discussed, which are dynamic assessment, information design, interaction design, and gestures and movement.

Dynamic Assessment: As the nature that Manasik consists of many steps and processes, the game design should have accurate dynamic assessment to know when pilgrim learner change to next step of Manasik. A first step for dynamic assessment is to clearly identify some factors to be assessed like Manasik learning goals, as well as other pilgrim’s individual-level variables that can affect learning outcomes (age, language, culture...).
Evidence-Centered Design (Mislevy & Haertel, 2006) provides a useful framework for thinking about in-game assessments (see Plass, Homer, et al., 2013, for more detail).

**Information Design:** It means visual representation of Manasik information, this visual design gives games the strength in learning process.

The design of this visual information for purposes of learning can be based on research on “multimedia learning and its principles” presented by (Mayer, 2014), as well as on principles related to “cognitive load theory” presented by (Plass, Moreno, & Brunken, 2010).

**Learning Mechanics:** (Homer & Plass, 2014) defined it as is mapping process between game learning objectives and game strategies based on suitable learning theories. One of these theories is “Evidence-Based Design” introduced by (Mislevy & Haertel, 2006). The effective learning mechanics should be suitable for the learning goals of the game.

**Gestures and Movement processing:** It considers how to map game gesture or movement to key features of the game content. This process has perceptual and cognitive effects on the player.


### 2.2 Motivational Foundation Of Game-Based Learning

From motivational perspective, the game should be able to engage and motivate players to make them enjoyed and desire to continue playing the game. This will be achieved by providing different game features and taking into consideration the all reasons that make players want to play a game.

In case of Manasik learning the game designer should consider the Islamic motivator for the pilgrim player and trying to investigate how to enhance pilgrim learners’ motivation.

There are many theories of motivation can help inform the design of game features that enhance learners’ motivation. In fact, there are some factors that may affect on the motivation process, the main factor is the learning objectives of the game, which will be mainly facilitating Manasik process in an interesting way. Other factors may be considering the target population of pilgrim players (i.e., their age, gender, educational level, etc.), and even the Islamic style of the game.

In game learning motivation there are many theories organize player motivation. For example, Eccles et al. (1998) formulate three questions which are (“Can I do this?” “Do I want to do this, and why?” and “What do I need to do in order to succeed?”). These questions are related to any learning situation, including Islamic educational games.

Well-designed games are built in ways to ensure that pilgrim players know what to do and feel confident that they can succeed (which includes failing gracefully, and trying again). Jan L. Plass et al. (2017) suggest many factors of why players will be motivated to play a learning game such as intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of the learners, specific goals of the learners, and learners’ individual interest.

### 1.3 Emotional Foundation Of Game-Based Learning

An Emotional foundation of game-based learning interests on learners’ emotions, attitudes, and beliefs. It focuses how the design of the game affect on learners’ affective through emotional engagement. It also focuses how it is related to cognitive, motivational, and religious aspects of learning. There are many models and theories that show the relation and mutual influence of cognition and emotion during learning, these theories such as “the differential emotions theory” introduced by (Izard, 2007), “the control value theory of achievement emotions” introduced by
(Pekrun, 2000), and “the integrated cognitive affective model of learning with multimedia” introduced by (Plass & Kaplan, 2015).

One way to integrate affect in games is by taking advantage of specific game elements, such as the aesthetic design, game mechanics, narrative, or musical score, to encourage emotions in players. When taking an affective perspective on game-based learning, emotional aspects of play and their impact on learner engagement are considered, whether they are facilitating or hindering learning process. This means that the goal of the design of a playful learning game is to maximize player engagement and stickiness of the game.

1.4 Religious Foundation of Game-Based Learning

The religious foundation of game relate learning to Islamic context and use religious influences as motivators for learning through Islamic design of game. Religious foundation of learning couldn’t separate from the other foundations discussed above, as cognitive and affective foundations interact with each other within religious contexts.

The religious aspects can affect on game designers when they design their games, for example we can’t find moslem designer use any content or internal design for other region even though its content is not for Islamic purpose. Designers should take into consideration while designing Islamic games some factors like the Islamic design patterns, motivation, cognitive contents from Quran and Sunnah and Islamic sound effects.

Summary and conclusion:

As my review has shown, many of the foundations that are important in the design of games in general and Islamic games in specific, such as motivation, have parts relating to each of the areas I discussed, and missing any one of them would result in an incomplete design of games and will affect on their ability for learning.

Above, I have shown how all four different foundations of game learning framework should be integrated to form a complete design of game based learning that are able to engage learners, with the goal to enhance cognitive engagement with Manasik learning goals.

When talking about cognitive perspective of proposed game-based learning model, we will find that it will help in building cognitive skills for pilgrims. For example, the proposed games will contain maps which pilgrims will have to read. This obviously helps their map reading skills and practical thinking, increasing pilgrims’ memory capacity as they have to remember Manasik aspects in order to solve the game, memorize Manasik sequences, and finally, it helps with fast strategic thinking and problem solving because most games require pilgrim to think quickly.

When talking about the motivation perspective of proposed game-based learning model, it will relate to the religious interests for pilgrim. While the Affective perspective should introduce suitable Emotional design interaction and representation that makes Manasik learning done in an interesting way. All these perspective should be done within the religious context of Quran and Sunnah.

Recommendations:

1. Based on the previous review I encourage a comprehensive focus of social, and cultural perspectives.
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